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ISSUE #4

PART B: Easter Saturday Blessing of pasky and Velykden (Easter Sunday)

The paska –
the centrepiece of the traditional Ukrainian Easter basket
taken to churches for blessing
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…. ABOUT THIS ISSUE ….
PART B of Issue #4 continues with devoting attention to the series of Easter ceremonies and
celebrations in the traditional Ukrainian style. The focus of PART B moves to the highpoint of the
transition to the Easter Resurrection. The transition commences with the Services commencing on
late Saturday evening, the eve of VELYKDEN - Easter Sunday. These Services in the Ukrainian
style emphasise symbolically the renewal of life by the customary blessing of prepared colourful
baskets of traditional foods brought by people to the churches.
The main content of each PART is:
Issue #4: PART A – Verbna Nedilya (Ukrainian Palm Sunday) 28/4/2013
Issue #4: PART B – Easter Saturday Blessing of pasky and Velykden (Easter Sunday)
In addition within each PART other timely news and information may also be included.

Issue #4: PART A – Verbna Nedilya (Ukrainian Palm Sunday) 28/4/2013
Contents
 Next Parish BBQ
 Easter Saturday events, and pasky, pasky … - in pictures …
 Easter Sunday

Don’t forget, the NEXT (4th for 2013) B-B-Q
and Meeting of the Parish is to be held on
Thursday 30 MAY. The new BBQ will be fired up
…!
Start 5:00pm followed by
interesting Meeting 6:00pm.
Everyone is WELCOME!
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BLESSING the PASKY and other traditional foods in the ceremonial Baskets
Saturday 4-5-2013, the evening before VELYKDEN (EASTER SUNDAY)
The ceremonies began late afternoon inside the Church. On the previous day, Good Friday
(Velyka Pyatnytsya), a symbolic shroud had been laid out representing the laying out the body of
Christ after the crucifixion within the tomb. [photo below, left]
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Within a short time a procession is formed that leads all the people outside and then around the
Church. The procession is led by the Cross and the Book of Gospels followed by the priest and
choir and the people singing prayers and hymns for the occasion.

The procession makes its way from around the Church to the front entrance.
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As dusk begins to settle the lights switch on as people gathered around at the white entrance
doors to the Church for the next important stage of the ceremonies. The highpoint was the call by
the Priest, symbolically three times, for the entrance doors to the Church to be opened by loudly
declaring the Resurrection with the words Христос Воскрес! - Khrystos Voskres! (Christ is
Risen!). The doors were opened (photo below) and the priest led the procession of the
congregation through the entrance doors accompanied by the choir singing in full voice – and the
inside is all lit up and bright, the symbolic shroud and tomb is no longer present, because Christ
has Risen - the tomb is empty, and the Easter ceremonies were now underway with uplifted spirits
in a joyous atmosphere.
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Towards the end of the
Service the Priest starts the
first stage of the Blessing of
the ceremonial baskets of
traditional
foods,
the
centrepiece of which is the
paska. Some people had
placed their baskets inside
the Church, which were
later taken outside with all
the others for the second
stage of the Blessing.
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… youngsters in the front row looking to see that all the baskets are in order .. . and it is a sudden
realisation by young Kirrily … ‘ have I forgotten to include my pysanka in our basket!?’

(Photo left)
People with their
ceremonial
baskets move
from inside the
Church to outside
where they
gather, placing
baskets on the
ground, for the
second stage of
the Blessing
ceremony.
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The last stage of
this colourful
ceremony –
families and their
friends standing
next to their
baskets were
eager to have
them blessed.

On this night the weather was not as kind as it usually is – a cool wind not only kept everyone
rugged up and huddled together, but also made it very hard to keep the candles lit that were
located in the basket.
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… welcome friends of
the parish – Mr and
Mrs Maher (right side)
with their traditional
Ukrainian Easter
baskets in the
company of Yarry
Netluch and Maria
Walker (nee Netluch)
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Not only pasky baskets
were blessed …
blessings also
generously rained
down on the young and
their families … three
generations of the
Flunt-McDonald family.

(Below) despite the cool
wind the colourfully
decorative traditional
paska food baskets
catch the eye …
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A final Velykden (traditional Ukrainian Easter) greeting and blessing from Fr Paul wishing everyone
true happiness and joy – and an enjoyable family meal of the bountiful and colourful foods from the
paska (baked, and cheese-based), pysanky, krashanky eggs and variety of cold meats prepared
by the families to share with each other and friends …. and reminded everyone to gather here for
Velykden again, which next year will be celebrated on the same Easter weekend as for the wider
community – a common celebration time. People milled around and exchanged Easter Greetings,
heartfelt best wishes, pysanky and krashanky … and then made their way home ... to continue
traditional family celebrations ….
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VELYKDEN - EASTER SUNDAY

Some nine hours later the same traditional Easter Services was underway in Ukraine in Kyiv and in
churches around the country – from cathedrals to small town churches. It is estimated that more
than 10 million people (approx. a quarter of the population) attended the traditional Easter Services
that were conducted in more than 15,000 churches in the country.
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In local parishes people gather to have their traditional Easter food baskets blessed ….
While in Newcastle some of the people that had attended the Easter Sunday morning Service after
enjoying their Easter morning meal of paska and other foods blessed earlier …
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A collection of pysanky for Velykden
reflecting the variety of styles and artistic creativity from around the country.

END Issue #4 PART B

--- continued in separate PART C of Issue #4
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